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Abstract

Unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) methods can dramatically improve generalization on unlabeled target domains. However, optimal hyper-parameter selection is critical to achieving high accuracy and avoiding negative transfer. Supervised hyper-parameter validation is not possible without labeled target data, which raises the question: How can we validate unsupervised adaptation techniques in a realistic way? We first empirically analyze existing criteria and demonstrate that they are not very effective for tuning hyper-parameters. Intuitively, a well-trained source classifier should embed target samples of the same class nearby, forming dense neighborhoods in feature space. Based on this assumption, we propose a novel unsupervised validation criterion that measures the density of soft neighborhoods by computing the entropy of the similarity distribution between points. Our criterion is simpler than competing validation methods, yet more effective; it can tune hyper-parameters and the number of training iterations in both image classification and semantic segmentation models. The code used for the paper will be available at https://github.com/VisionLearningGroup/SND.

1. Introduction

Deep neural networks can learn highly discriminative representations for visual recognition tasks [11, 39, 19, 29, 14], but do not generalize well to out-of-domain data [47]. To improve performance on a new target domain, Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA) aims to transfer representations from a label-rich source domain without additional supervision. Recent UDA methods primarily achieve this through unsupervised learning on the target domain, e.g., by minimizing the feature distribution shift between source and target domains [12, 21, 41], classifier confusion [17], clustering [34], and pseudo-label based methods [56]. Promising adaptation results have been demonstrated on image classification [22, 55, 8, 52, 43], semantic segmentation [16], and object detection [9] tasks.

However, adaptation methods can be highly sensitive to hyper-parameters and the number of training iterations. For example, the adversarial alignment approach is popular in semantic segmentation [16, 44, 50], but can fail badly without careful tuning of the loss trade-off weight as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, many methods have other kinds of hyper-parameters, e.g., defining the concentration of clusters [34], the confidence threshold on target samples [56], etc. Therefore validation of hyper-parameters is an important problem in UDA, yet it has been largely overlooked. In UDA, we assume not to have access to labeled target data, thus, hyper-parameter optimization (HPO) should be done without using target labels. In this paper, we would like to pose a question crucial to making domain adaptation more practical: How can we reliably validate adaptation methods in an unsupervised way?

Unsupervised validation is very challenging in practice, thus many methods do HPO in an ineffective, or even unfair, way. Evaluating accuracy (risk) in the source domain is popular [12, 41, 5, 40, 22, 5, 17, 51, 53], but this will not...
necessarily reflect success in the target domain. Using the risk of the target domain [37, 2, 3, 13, 35, 38, 32] contradicts the assumption of UDA. Many works [45, 42, 44, 25, 56, 54, 49, 50] do not clearly describe their HPO method.

To the best of our knowledge, no comprehensive study has compared validation methods across tasks and adaptation approaches in a realistic evaluation protocol. Our first contribution is to empirically analyze these existing criteria and demonstrate that they are not very effective for HPO. This exposes a major barrier to the practical application of state-of-the-art unsupervised domain adaptation methods.

To tackle this problem, we first revisit an unsupervised validation criterion based on classifier entropy, C-Ent. If the classification model produces confident low-entropy outputs on target samples, then the target features are discriminative and the prediction is likely reliable. Morerio et al. [24] propose to utilize C-Ent to do HPO but only evaluated it on their own adaptation method. We evaluate C-Ent extensively, across various adaptation methods, datasets, and vision tasks. We reveal that C-Ent is very effective for HPO for several adaptation methods, but also expose a critical issue in this approach, which is that it cannot detect the collapse of neighborhood structure in target samples (See Fig. 2). By neighborhood structure, we mean the relationship between samples in a feature space. Before any adaptation, target samples embedded nearby are highly likely in the same class (No adaptation in Fig. 2). A good UDA model will keep or even enhance the relationships of target samples while aligning them to the source. However, a UDA model can falsely align target samples with the source and incorrectly change the neighborhood structure (i.e., DANN in Fig. 2). Even in this case, C-Ent can become small and choose a poorly-adapted model.

Natekar et al. [26] measure the consistency of feature embeddings within a class and their discrepancy from other classes to predict the generalization of supervised models by using labeled samples. Accounting for such relationships between points is a promising way to overcome the issues of C-Ent. But, since computing these metrics requires labeled samples, we cannot directly apply this method.

This leads us to propose a novel unsupervised validation criterion that considers the neighborhood density of the unlabeled target. Our notion of a neighborhood is soft, i.e., we do not form explicit clusters as part of our metric computation. Rather, we define soft neighborhoods of a point using the distribution of its similarity to other points, and measure density as the entropy of this distribution. We assume that a well-trained source model will embed target samples of the same class nearby and thus will form dense implicit neighborhoods. The consistency of representations within each neighborhood should be preserved or even enhanced by a well-adapted model. Monitoring the density thus enables us to detect whether a model causes the collapse of implicit neighborhood structure as shown in Fig. 2.

Our proposed metric, called Soft Neighborhood Density (SND), is simple yet more effective than competing validation methods. Rather than focusing on the source and target relationship (like IWV [40] or DEV [53]), we measure the discriminability of target features by computing neighborhood density and choosing a model that maximizes it.

We demonstrate that target accuracy is consistent with our criterion in many cases. Empirically, we observe that SND works well for closed and partial domain adaptive image classification, as well as for domain adaptive semantic segmentation. SND is even effective in choosing a suitable source domain given an unlabeled target domain.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

- We re-evaluate existing criteria for UDA and call for more practical validation of DA approaches.
- We propose Soft Neighborhood Density metric which considers target neighborhood structure, improves upon class entropy (C-Ent) and achieves performance close to optimal (supervised) HPO in 80% cases on closed, partial DA, and domain adaptive semantic segmentation.

2. Related Work

**Domain Adaptation** aims to transfer knowledge from a labeled source domain to a label-scarce target domain. Its application in vision is diverse: image classification, semantic segmentation [16, 44], and object detection [9]. One popular approach in DA is based on distribution matching by adversarial learning [12, 46, 22]. Adversarial adaptation seeks to minimize an approximate domain discrepancy distance through an adversarial objective with respect to a domain discriminator. Recently, some techniques that utilize clustering or a variant of entropy minimization have been developed [34, 18, 43, 17]. [43, 18] propose to train a model by minimizing inter-class discrepancy given the number of classes. SND computes the density of local neighborhoods and selects a model with the largest density, which allows us to select a good model without knowing the number of classes in the target. All of the existing approaches have important hyper-parameters to be tuned, such as the trade-off parameter between source classification and adaptation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Technical Advantages</th>
<th>Stability across methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source Risk</td>
<td>![X](w/ X_t) ![✗](w/o X_t, Y_t) ![✗](w/o HP)</td>
<td>![✗](Test split) ![✗](+Density Model) <img src="X" alt="✗" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWV [40, 53]</td>
<td>![✗](w/ X_t) ![✗](w/o X_t, Y_t) ![✓](+Density Model)</td>
<td><img src="%E2%9C%97" alt="✗" /> <img src="%E2%9C%93" alt="✗" /> <img src="%E2%9C%97" alt="✗" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy [24]</td>
<td>![✓](w/ X_t) ![✓](w/o X_t, Y_t) ![✓](+Density Model)</td>
<td><img src="%E2%9C%97" alt="✗" /> <img src="%E2%9C%97" alt="✗" /> <img src="%E2%9C%97" alt="✗" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SND (Ours)</td>
<td>![✓](w/ X_t) ![✓](w/o X_t, Y_t) ![✓](+Density Model)</td>
<td><img src="%E2%9C%93" alt="✓" /> <img src="%E2%9C%93" alt="✓" /> <img src="%E2%9C%93" alt="✓" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Technical comparison with other validation approaches. X_t denotes unlabeled target, and (X_s, Y_s) denote labeled source samples. SND computes a score on unlabeled target samples. Empirically, we verify that our method is stable across different datasets, methods, and tasks.
loss. Another important hyper-parameter is softmax temperature [34, 17]. Given a specific target domain, the selection of a source domain is also important. If we have to choose only a single source domain, the selection process is crucial for the model’s performance. However, it is questionable whether existing approaches do HPO in a realistic way.

Validation Methods for UDA. In Table 1, we summarize several prior validation methods that do not need any target labeled samples. The validation methods themselves can have hyper-parameters (HP) and other requirements.

Source Risk. Ganin et al. [12] considers the source risk to select hyper-parameters. But, the source risk is not a good estimator of the target risk in the presence of a large domain gap.

Importance Weighted Validation (IWV) and DEV. Sugiyama et al. [40] and You et al. [53] validate methods using the risk of source samples. If a source sample is very similar to target samples, the risk on the source sample is heavily weighted. This approach has a similar issue to Source Risk validation. Since DEV is developed to control the variance in IWV, we use it as a baseline in experiments.

Entropy (C-Ent). Morerio et al. [24] employ entropy of classification output. If the model has confident predictions in classifying target samples, the hyper-parameter is considered appropriate. The method is simple and does not require validation with labeled samples. But, Morerio et al. [24] apply the C-Ent criterion only to tune their proposed model, which makes its applicability to diverse methods unclear. We extensively evaluate this approach and reveal that while it is often useful, it has a critical failure mode. This failure mode is that domain adaptation models can output confidently incorrect predictions for target samples. In comparison, we empirically show that Soft Neighborhood Density gives the most stable results across different datasets and methods for both image classification and semantic segmentation.

Locally Linear Embedding (LLE). Roweis et al. [31] compute low dimensional and neighborhood-preserving embeddings of high dimensional data. The neighborhood-preserving embeddings recover global nonlinear structure. We aim to pick a model by monitoring the density of implicit neighborhoods during adaptation.

3. Approach

Problem setting. In UDA, we are provided labeled source data \( D_s = \{(x_i^s, y_i^s)\}_{i=1}^{N_s} \) and unlabeled target data \( D_t = \{(x_i^t)\}_{i=1}^{N_t} \). Generally, domain adaptation methods optimize the following loss,

\[
L = L_s(x_s, y_s) + \lambda L_{adapt}(x_s, x_t, \eta),
\]

where \( L_s \) is the classification loss for source samples and \( L_{adapt} \) is the adaptation loss computed on target samples. \( \lambda \) controls the trade-off between source classification and adaptation loss. \( \eta \) are hyper-parameters used to compute the adaptation loss. Our goal is to build a criterion that can tune \( \lambda \) and \( \eta \). We additionally aim to choose the best training iteration since a model can be sensitive to its choice.

Assumptions. We assume that target samples embedded nearby should belong to the same class. Therefore, representations of a well-adapted model should result in dense neighborhoods of highly-similar points. We express density as the consistency of representations within each soft neighborhood, such that Soft Neighborhood Density becomes large with a well-adapted model. Models are trained with labeled source samples as well as unlabeled target samples. Since source and target are related domains, the model will have somewhat discriminative features for target samples. Before adaptation, such features will define initial neighborhoods, namely, samples with higher similarity to each other relative to the rest of the points. If the selection of a method and hyper-parameter is appropriate, such neighborhoods should be preserved rather than split into smaller clusters, and the similarity of features within soft neighborhoods should increase.

Motivation. First, we empirically show the necessity of considering the neighborhood structure. Class Entropy (C-Ent) [24] measures the confidence in prediction. Through domain-adaptive training with inappropriate hyper-parameters, the confidence in the target prediction can increase while drastically changing the neighborhoods from the initial neighborhood structure.

A toy example (Fig. 2) clarifies this idea. We generate source data from two Gaussian distributions with different
Figure 3: Method overview. Soft Neighborhood Density measures the density of implicit local neighborhoods in the target domain, which is used to select hyper-parameters of the adaptation model. We first extract features from the softmax layer for all target samples. We then compute the similarity distribution from the pair-wise similarities of the features (red boxes highlight similar points). Finally, we use the entropy of the similarity distribution as our evaluation criterion (SND), where the higher its value, the better.

3.1. Soft Neighborhood Density (SND)

We aim to design a criterion that can consider the density of implicit local neighborhoods in the target domain. We define a soft neighborhood for each sample by computing its similarity to other samples in the dataset, and converting it to a probability distribution. This is done via a softmax activation with temperature-scaling to ignore samples outside of the local neighborhood. Once we define the soft neighborhoods, we can estimate their density by computing the entropy of the distribution. The overall pipeline in Fig. 3 consists of 1) computing the similarity between samples, 2) applying the softmax activation with temperature-scaling (identifying soft neighborhoods), and 3) calculating soft neighborhood density.

**Similarity Computation.** We first compute similarity between target samples, \( S \in \mathbb{R}^{N_t \times N_t} \), where \( N_t \) denotes the number of target samples. Let \( S_{ij} = \langle f_i^t, f_j^t \rangle \), where \( f_i^t \) denotes a \( L_2 \) normalized target feature for input \( x_i^t \). We ignore diagonal elements of \( S \) because our goal is to compute the distances to neighbors for each sample. This matrix defines distances, but it is not clear which samples are relatively close to each other vs. far away just from this matrix.

**Soft Neighborhoods.** To highlight the difference between nearby points and far-away points, we convert the similarity between samples into a probabilistic distribution, \( P \), using temperature scaling and the softmax function,

\[
P_{ij} = \frac{\exp(S_{ij}/\tau)}{\sum_j \exp(S_{ij}/\tau)},
\]

where \( \tau \) is a temperature constant. Note that the temperature scaling and the exponential function have the ability to enlarge the difference between similarity values \( S_{ij} \). Therefore, if a sample \( j \) is relatively dissimilar from \( i \), the value of \( P_{ij} \) will be very small, which allows us to ignore distant samples for the sample \( i \). The temperature is the key to implicitly identifying neighborhoods; we set it to 0.05 across all experiments given the results of the toy dataset.

**Soft Neighborhood Density.** Next, we design a metric to consider the neighborhood density given \( P \). The metric needs to evaluate the consistency of representations within the implicit neighborhoods. If a model extracts ideally discriminative features, the representations within a neighborhood are identical. To identify this situation, we propose to compute the entropy of \( P \). For example, if the entropy of \( P_i \) is large, the probabilistic distribution should be uniform across the soft neighborhoods; that is, neighbors of the sample \( i \) are concentrated into very similar points. Specifically, we compute the entropy for each sample and take the average of all samples as our final metric:

\[
H(P) = -\frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{i=1}^{N_t} \sum_{j=1}^{N_t} P_{ij} \log P_{ij}.
\]
tor \( f \). Since this feature represents class-specific information, it is the most likely to place target samples of the same class together. As we analyze in experiments, this feature has smaller within-class variance than either middle-layer features or classification output without softmax activation. Therefore, our hope is that the number of clusters in Eq. 2 should be equal to (closed set case) or less than (partial set case) the number of source classes. In the ideal case, the computed density should be close to the within-class density.

**Discussion.** Note that we assume that the classifier is well-trained on source samples. The criterion becomes very large if a model produces the same output for all target samples. To avoid this, the model needs to be well trained on source samples, which can be easily monitored by seeing the loss on source training samples.

Also, note that our assumption is that samples embedded nearby are likely to share the category labels. This is consistent with an assumption made by general domain adaptation methods [1]. If a pre-trained model provides very poor representations or the source domain is too different from the target, the assumption will not be satisfied. Under this setting, any metrics of UDA will not be a good tool to monitor the training.

**Extension to Semantic Segmentation.** In semantic segmentation, the outputs for each image can be as large as one million pixels. When the number of target samples is that large, the computation of the similarity matrix can be very expensive. In order to make the computation of SND more efficient, we subsample the target samples to make the similarity graph smaller and easier to compute. In our experiments, we randomly sample a hundred pixels for each image and compute SND for each, then, take the average of all target images. Although the method is straightforward, our experiments show that the resulting approximation of SND continues to be an effective criterion for selecting hyper-parameters.

### 4. Experiments

First, we evaluate the existing metrics and SND to choose hyper-parameters in domain adaptation for image classification and semantic segmentation. Second, we show experiments to analyze the characteristics of our method.

We evaluate the ability to choose suitable hyper-parameters including checkpoints (i.e., training iterations) for unsupervised domain adaptation. Closed DA (CDA) assumes that the source and target domain share the same label set while partial DA (PDA) assumes that the target label set is the subset of the source. We perform experiments on both adaptation scenarios. The details of semantic segmentation are described in the appendix. The general design of the experiment is similar to image classification.

#### 4.1. Adaptation Methods

For each method, we select the hyper-parameter mentioned below, plus a training iteration. See appendix for other hyper-parameters used in experiments.

**Adversarial Alignment.** As a representative method of domain alignment, we use CDAN [22]. We select a weight of the trade-off between domain confusion loss and source loss \( (\lambda = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, \text{with } \lambda = 1.0 \text{ as its default setting}) \). To analyze the behavior in detail, we also utilize DANN [12] for OfficeHome PDA. The validation is done in the same way as CDAN.

**Clustering.** As a clustering-based DA method, we utilize Neighborhood Clustering (NC) [34]. NC performs clustering using similarity between features and a temperature is used to compute the similarity distribution. Since the selection of the temperature value can affect the performance, we evaluate criteria to choose the best temperature \( (\eta = 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.5, \text{with } \eta = 1.0 \text{ as its default setting}) \).

**Classifier Confusion.** As a recent state-of-the-art method, we employ MCC [17], where a temperature is used to compute the classifier’s confusion loss. The goal is to tune the temperature values \( (\eta = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, \text{with } \eta = 2.5 \text{ as its default setting}) \).

**Pseudo Labeling (PL).** Employing pseudo labels [20] is one of the popular approaches in DA [55, 56, 35]. One important hyper-parameter is a threshold to select confident target samples. If the output probability for a predicted class is larger than the threshold, we use the sample for training. The optimal threshold may be different for different datasets. Then, our goal is to tune the threshold values \( (\eta = 0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95) \).

**Semantic Segmentation.** AdaptSeg [44] and ADVENT [50] are employed. For both methods, the goal is to tune both trade-off parameters of adversarial alignment loss \( (\lambda) \) and training iterations.

#### 4.2. Setup

**Datasets.** For image classification, we use Office [33] (Amazon to DSLR (A2D) and Webcam to Amazon (W2A) adaptation) with 31 categories and OfficeHome [48] (Real to Art (R2A), Art to Product (A2P) and Product to Clipart (P2C)) with 65 categories. Office is used for CDA while we use OfficeHome for both CDA and PDA. For the category split of PDA, we follow [6]. To further demonstrate applicability to large-scale datasets, we evaluate SND on VisDA [28] and DomainNet [27] in CDA. We describe the detail in the appendix. In semantic segmentation, we use GTA5 [30] as a source and Cityscape [10] as a target domain.

**Baselines.** Entropy [24] directly employs the entropy of the classification output. It takes the average of all samples. A smaller value should indicate a better-adapted model. For DEV [53], we need to have held-out validation source samples. Since holding out many source samples can
Table 2: Results of closed DA. SND provides faithful results for all methods and datasets, i.e. Office (A2D and W2A) and OfficeHome (R2A and A2P) whereas baselines show several failure cases. Lower/Upper bounds are results obtained with the worst/best model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower Bound</td>
<td>A2D</td>
<td>W2A</td>
<td>R2A</td>
<td>A2P</td>
<td>A2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Risk</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>80.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEV [53]</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>92.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy [24]</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>91.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SND (Ours)</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>94.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results of partial DA on OfficeHome. SND performs the best on average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower Bound</td>
<td>R2A</td>
<td>P2C</td>
<td>A2P</td>
<td>R2A</td>
<td>P2C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Risk</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>38.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEV [53]</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>47.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy [24]</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>47.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SND (Ours)</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>40.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Bound</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>52.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Validation Results

Image Classification. The results of image classification are summarized in Tables 2, 3, and 4. Fig. 5 shows plots of accuracy and criteria for several adaptation settings. In most cases, DA methods are sensitive to hyper-parameters and training iterations. As we can see in the Tables, our proposed method faithfully selects good checkpoints for various methods and two category shifts. Of course, there are some gaps between the upper bound and our score, but the gap is not large. Importantly, SND does not catastrophically fail in these cases while other criteria choose several bad checkpoints. Besides, the curve of accuracy and SND have very similar shapes. The results denote that SND is effective for HPO in various methods. In the experiments on VisDA and DomainNet, most methods select good checkpoints since adaptation methods are stable across different hyper-parameters.

Source Risk provides a good model in some cases, but also catastrophically fails in some cases such as A2D in NC.
Table 4: VisDA [28] and DomainNet (DNet) [27] results in closed DA. Averaged accuracy over three runs and its standard deviation are shown. We utilize Real to Clipart adaptation for DomainNet. SND performs the best on average.

Table 5: Validation results in domain-adaptive semantic segmentation in GTA5 to Cityscapes adaptation.

From Fig. 5, these two criteria have some variance and do not necessarily reflect the accuracy in the target. We hypothesize that there are two reasons. First, Source Risk is not necessarily correlated with the performance of the target. If a model focuses on the classification of source samples (i.e., setting $\lambda = 0$ in Eq. 1), the risk gets small, which does not indicate good performance on the target domain. Unless the source and target are very similar, the risk will not be reliable. Second, we may need careful design in selecting validation source samples and the domain classifier construction for DEV. However, considering the practical application, the validation methods should not have a module that requires careful design.

Entropy [24] (C-Ent) shows comparable performance to SND in NC [34] and PL [20]. This is probably because both methods are trained to maintain the target neighborhood structure. Then, by monitoring the confidence of the prediction, we can pick a good model. However, as is clear from the graph at the bottom of Fig. 5, it causes catastrophic failure by mistakenly providing confident predictions in PDA (Real to Art) adapted by DANN. We show the feature visualization of DANN results in Fig. 4. The model selected by C-Ent collapses the neighborhood structure of target samples yet matches them with source samples, which results in a lower C-Ent value. By contrast, SND selected a model that maintains the structure. Since the overconfidence issue can happen in many methods and datasets, C-Ent is not reliable for some methods. This is consistent with the results on the toy dataset in Fig. 2.

Semantic Segmentation. Table 5 describes the checkpoint selection result. SND selects good checkpoints for both methods. If we compare the performance of the upper bound, ADVENT [50] is better than AdaptSeg [44] with 3.2 points in mIoU. But, the gap becomes much smaller (only 0.7 points) if we apply unsupervised evaluation. ADVENT [50] is more sensitive to hyper-parameters such as training iterations than AdaptSeg [44]. Many current state-of-the-art models seem to select checkpoints by the target risk. But, as this result indicates, such comparisons may be misleading for real-world applications.

Source Domain Selection. We examine whether SND can select the best source domain given a target domain using the OfficeHome dataset. The task is to predict the best
Next, we track SND without softmax normalization \( S_{ij} \) in Fig. 6. Note that we retain the softmax which normalizes the rows of the similarity matrix in Eq. 2. The accuracy and \( \text{SND w/o Softmax} \) have correlation, but the correlation depends on adaptation methods. The softmax normalization has the effect of highlighting difference between within-class and between class variance, which is a key to the success of SND. Other normalization methods, such as L2, didn’t have the same effect.

Possible Failure Cases and How to Avoid Them. As we mention in the method section, first, if a model is not trained at all, the output does not characterize features of the target samples and SND does not work well. We can easily address this by monitoring the training loss on source samples. Second, one can also fool SND by training a model to collapse all target samples into a single point. Empirically, we find that such a degenerate solution is hard to detect with any metrics including SND. One possible solution is to compare the feature visualizations of an adapted and an initial model. We leave further analysis to future work.

5. Conclusion and Recommendations

In this paper, we studied the problem of validating unsupervised domain adaptation methods, and introduced a novel criterion that considers how well target samples are clustered. Our experiments reveal a problem in existing methods’ validation protocols. Therefore our recommendations to evaluate UDA algorithms in future research are as follows:

- Report which HPO method is used and describe the detail of validation if it includes hyper-parameters, e.g. number of hold-out source samples.
- A space to search hyper-parameters can be defined with the scale of loss and insight from previous works, but should be clearly discussed.
- Show the curve of the metric and accuracy.
- Publish implementations, including code for HPO.

It is important to design adaptation methods considering how HPO works on them. For example, methods requiring many hyper-parameters are hard to validate and, as we see in the right of Fig. 6, the difficulty of unsupervised validation differs from method to method.

Applying this protocol may reveal methods with highly performant upper-bounds on accuracy, but which are difficult to tune with any unsupervised validation criterion, including ours. In such scenarios, it may be reasonable to use a small set of target labels. However, this should be clearly discussed in the paper.

Finally, HPO is also crucial in open-set DA [4, 36] and domain-adaptive object detection [9], and the topic of generalization in general. We leave extensions to these other tasks to future work.
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